
Making Digital Negatives 
When the time comes to make your first negative, not every image will be suitable just by 
converting to black and white. After you have selected your image and converted it to 
monochrome, ensure that you have good tonal range throughout from shadow to 
highlights. Some alternative processes (gum, cyanotype etc;) will work better with thin or 
less dense negatives, whilst salt and Van Dyke Brown negatives require good density 
throughout with strong contrast. Check for details (if there are any) in the shadow areas of 
the image particularly. 

The following technique has been adapted from the book by Christina Z. Anderson (Gum 
Printing and Other Amazing Contact Print Processes) and produces Digital Negatives 
for any type of process. I have added a tweak from Platinotype by Pradip Malde and 
Mike Ware which makes the whole curve building process easier. A full video is available 
on my YouTube site. 

DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM BLACK AND EXPOSURE TIME (PART 1) 

1 Take a sheet of paper and coat it with the emulsion of choice. (Salt, Gum, 
Cyanotype etc.) 

2 When dry, cover the entire paper with a sheet of blank transparency. 

3 Use an opaque sheet as a mask and cover the left hand half of the sensitised paper 
(above the transparent sheet). 

4 Expose the paper to a UV light source for a period of time (say 2 mins - Van Dyke 
Brown prints have shorter exposure times than Salt prints). As a rough guide, most 
processes will be in the range of 4 - 15 mins for DMax to occur. 

5 Move your mask down the paper approx 2 cm and make another exposure for the 
same time as the first. 

6 Continue moving the mask further down, 2 cm at 
a time until the entire paper has been exposed. 

7 Develop the print fully and dry completely. 

Once dry, you can evaluate the print to determine the 
maximum black (blue or brown etc.) that your paper/
process will be capable of producing, and should look 
something like the image left. 

There will be a point at which the line between the 
masked area and the unmasked area will disappear (or 
almost), and this is the optimal exposure time to achieve 
the maximum density (DMax). This time will not change 
for every image you print with this paper/process 
combination. This is of course assuming you are using a 
constant UV light source, and not the sun. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaofXHWwJF6umMNvWmFh4nA


 
 
SETTING THE CONTRAST (PART 2) 

We now need to define the contrast range for the 
images we print to match the emulsion. Start by 
downloading the free 16 Bit Greyscale Step Wedge 
File (from my website Resource page). We will be 
working in Greyscale and Gamma 2.2 as this produces 
the best negatives with contrast. Make sure your 
Photoshop colour preferences reflect these setting. 

When printing the negative, it’s important to have the 
emulsion side down (in contact with the paper 
emulsion). This is to get the most sharpness out of the 
print. It might sound picky, but you don’t want to have 
the thickness of the negative separating the emulsions, 
which is why the image must be reversed prior to 
printing. 

When printing a transparency we will select premium 
gloss photo (or film) and print using photo black ink 
(PK), as this is a strong absorber of UV light and helps 
build contrast in our negatives. 

1 Convert the image to monochrome using Greyscale mode to increase Gamut to 2.2 
(The Step Wedge is already in Greyscale (Gamut 2.2), so doesn’t need conversion). 

2 Flip image horizontally and invert to make your negative. 

The following settings are specifically 
for a Mac and Epson SC-P6000, 
however most modern printers have 
similar settings and the principals are 
the same. 

3 Go into your print dialogue (Ctrl+P or 
Cmd+P) and make the following settings as 
shown in Fig-1….Printer manages colours, 
Perceptual rendering, then click Print 
Settings. 

Fig-1

https://www.temporalart.com/resource
https://www.temporalart.com/resource


4 In the Print Settings dialogue select Colour Matching and Epson Colour Controls 
(Fig-2 & Fig-3). 

5 Change Colour Matching to Print Settings and under the Basic tab select Premium 
Glossy Photo, Advanced B&W Photo, 2880 dpi with High Speed unchecked (Fig-4 & 
Fig-5). 

6 Next go to the Advanced Colour 
Settings tab (Fig-6) and ensure that 
Colour Toning is set to Fine Adjustment 
and Tone is set to Darkest. 

7 The colour wheel in Fig 6 should 
have the Vertical setting at 75. The reason is that Yellow on the colour wheel is an 
excellent UV blocker and produces better contrast in your negative. 

Fig-2 Fig-3

Fig-4

Fig-5



 

The next adjustment is the one that controls the final contrast in your negative and 
will vary depending on your process. We will start with a base setting and you can 
decide if you need more contrast or less at a later date. 

8 Change from Print Settings to Paper configuration (Fig-7) and set the Colour 
Density slider (Fig-8) to ‘0’.  

Fig-6

Fig-7

Fig-8

Fig-9



‘0’ is for Normal Contrast and should suit most processes. Moving the slider to the 
right (+’10’ at a time) adds more contrast. Don’t be too aggressive with your 
adjustments, you should never need more than +’40’, however I suggest re-doing 
the correction curve before going this far.… 

9 At the top of the dialogue box, save your current settings and name the preset 
(Fig-8 & Fig-9). You can make several presets with the slider at positions 10, 20, 30 etc; 
before saving ready for print. Simply select the a preset before printing a negative for each 
process without doing all this again! 

10 Load the media into the printer and go…….. 

We now have a digital negative which we can use in the final part of the process, to 
measure values in Photoshop that will provide us with an adjustment curve we can apply 
to all future images and get consistent results. 

This may seem a little laborious and tedious, but getting it right at this stage will save many 
hours of angst and frustration in the future, not to mention wasted solutions and expensive 
paper. Better adjustments during the negative making stage will ultimately yield better 
prints. 

Wait for the ‘fog’ to clear from your negative before using it to print. It will take 
approximately 30 mins for the ink to dry completely. If you’re too impatient, you may end 
up with ink transfer on your print! 

MIDTONES AND ADJUSTMENT CURVE (PART 3) 

Take your negative of the Step Wedge and make an exposure (determined in Part 1 of our 
methodology), on your chosen process/paper combination and let it completely dry.  Do 
not skimp or take shortcuts in the process you have chosen, develop and wash for the full 
cycle as dry down time and final look will determine the outcome! 

Visually Adjust 

The first part of the curve building process is purely visual and it can help to squint a little! 

1 Open the 16 bit Greyscale 
step wedge in Photoshop so it 
looks like your print you have just 
made (the positive image), flatten 
all layers and save it with a unique 
file name (ie ProcessName_ 
PaperType_CurveFile). There will 
be a significant difference between 
the printed image and digital file. 

Comparing the printed image with the digital file



2 Open the Image>Adjustments>Curves 
dialogue. Select the Curve Adjustment Tool from the 
properties dialogue box (looks like a finger with an up 
and down arrow), and adjust the digital file to look like 
the printed image. 

3 The ‘0’ and ‘5’ patches may well be pretty white 
so start with the value ’10’. Select the ‘finger’ and 
place it over the ’10’ patch. Slide up or down until it 
looks like your print. Do the same for the remaining 
values (25, 30, 35 etc) until all the patches have been 
adjusted to look like the print. 

Because this part of the process is visual, we 
will need to tweak the results several times 
before we get to applying the correction curve. 
Check the image after your first round of 
adjustments as the tones will shift with each 
successive pass. 

4 Label the layer ‘Visual Curve’ so we can identify it later should we need to make 
other adjustments. 

Correction Curve 

5 When you’re happy, make another Adjustment Curve above the one you’ve just 
created. Name the layer ‘Correction Curve’ so you know what it is. Also open the 
Window>Info panel and keep your eye on the part showing the K%.  

The Curve Adjustment Tool

The Visual Curve



5 Select the finger again and this time click on the ‘5’ patch and move the curser up or 
down until the K% shows ‘5’ in the Info Panel. Now select the ’10’ patch and adjust it so 
the K% in the Info Panel matches 10. Repeat this process for the remaining values (15, 
20, 25 etc). 

6 We should now have a completed curve. (The shape of the curve will look different  
depending on the process used.) It may look slightly bumpy in the odd place! We can 
manually adjust the curve slightly to smooth out the curve at this point. If the curve is all 
over the place, then we have done something wrong in our method. 

With the selection tool positioned on the 65 patch, move the tool until the K% 
value also reads 65

The final ‘smoothed’ curve and saved with a bespoke file name



7 When we have a nice smooth curve we should save it. Click the stacked lines in the 
top right of the curves dialogue box and choose Save Preset. Name the curve and save it 
with the default curves. ((Windows) C:/Users/<username>/AppData/Roaming/Adobe/
Adobe Photoshop/Presets/Curves. (macOS) Applications/Adobe Photoshop/Presets/ 
Curves.)) 

This approach may seem a little rudimentary, however IT WORKS and doesn’t rely on 
expensive calibration software. The curve may require a small tweak here and there but 
you should get it spot on after your first ‘real print’. Just decide which areas need lightening 
(or darkening) and adjust the curve manually. 

If you want to check your curve, Use the Step Wedge created in Part 2 and apply your 
saved curve. Make a fresh negative and reprint. The resulting image should be DMax at 
100 and pure white at 0 with a good separation of tones in between. 

ALTERNATIVE CURVE PROFILING 

I recently came across a free (online) web service from Peter Mrhar called 
EasyDigitalNegatives.com that calculates and produces a curve based on a scanned 
image file from his target step wedge. I have used the service myself and it does work, 
however it also requires you to scan an image for submission and can lead to as much 
tweaking after the curve has been downloaded as the method described above. 

By all means, don’t discount this method. You may find it works better for some processes 
than others! 

PRINTING YOUR NEGATIVES 

1 If your image is in colour, convert it to black and white (your preferred method) and 
make adjustments as you would for a normal print. 

2 Change the mode to Image>Mode>Greyscale. This should change the gamut to 
2.2 and flatten the image (if it’s not already). 

3 Now we can apply our saved correction 
curve. Go to Image>Adjustment>Curves to open 
the dialogue box. In the top of the box we have 
Preset option. Open this box and we should find 
our named Preset Curve. Choose this and we have 
now applied our preset. 

4 Make a Stamp Visible layer by pressing 
Cmnd+Option+Shift+E (Ctrl+Alt+Shift+E on 
Windows). 

5 Flip this layer Horizontal and then Invert the 
image to make your negative. 

6 Print this image using the print settings as 
before in Part 2, and we have a finished Digital 
Negative ready for contact printing. 

http://EasyDigitalNegatives.com


The ‘Jug and Apples’ printed with separate negatives 
Normal Contrast ‘0’ and High Contrast ’40’
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